For additional emergency drop

94 Webster Road London SE16 4DF
31 October 2004

Times Friday
Sunday 12
ins call 020 7237 9120

Location
Dates 8

Coleman Project Space

Distribution Centre
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Article to be justified
Reserved for simulated food relief operations or real emergency
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Distribution:
Distribute either in mock emergency training operations (food relief, anti-terror exercises) to test readiness for emergency food relief operation or in response to real crises when food must be distributed
for immediate survival needs.
Can be used by both collective structures (art galleries, museums, temporary feeding centres and
community organisations) or by families and individuals. Developed for all situations of food scarcity,
real and imagined.

Definition:
Nutritional biscuit designed for mock and real emergency food relief operations (contains butter, sugar
and flour, pre-cooked and compacted into biscuit form)
Can be eaten dry (as a biscuit) or in the form of porridge made by crushing SOS:OK into drinking
water, milk, tea or coffee.

Product:
SOS:OK
Emergency biscuit

colemansosok
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hold here
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Note:
"SOS:OK" Emergency Biscuit should not be used
as a replacement for customary daily food, or in
long-term feeding programmes if ordinary customary food is available.

2
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Use as porridge:
Crush the biscuits into boiled drinking water or
milk, cold or luke-warm and mix well. Use 200 ml
of liquid for 2 biscuits

Instructions for use:
Use as biscuit:
Targeted distribution to emergency exercise volunteers or general distribution to displaced populations in humanitarian crisis. Dry ration for children
in feeding centres, survival ration in case of total
scarcity.
Should be eaten slowly, well chewed.
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Please view attached press release Southwark stages largest emergency relief food
exercise.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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The launch and the time based performance at Coleman Project Space is inserted into a
wider public campaign which includes billboards. Exploring the manufacture of place, in
this case, the re-appropriation of Biscuit Town, provides a way of connecting the local
production with global issues of productivity, emergency and international solidarity.
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The second stage has at its core an artistic intervention that crosses a gallery installation with a public art intervention. The aim is to produce an emergency biscuit in
response to the history of the site (Peek Freans was the first factory to manufacture an
emergency biscuit ration to feed the starving population of Paris during the FrancoGerman war 1870-71) and the current international state of emergency.

The first stage took place in June 2004 and involved the setting-up of Memory Factory
and included a series of workshops based at Coleman Project Space. This brought
together artists and local studies historians to work together with neighbourhood residents and former factory workers, to gather the archive of the nexus labour-urban-social
identity of the former Biscuit Town.

A work generated in responde to Biscuit Town, the name given to the areasurrounding
Peek Freans biscuit factory. Biscuit Town was a marker in both organisational and representational forms of labour. It was the first mass producer of biscuits and commissioned the first documentary film shot on location (A Visit to Peek Freans, 1906, BFI
Archive). The project has been conceived in two stages.
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During the exercise, more than 400 volunteers pretend to be the victims of a
major terror attack and undergo a food assistance operation, which involves
the distribution of appropriate and nutritious biscuits on a timely basis by the
relief crew to the starving population.
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The mock relief food operation is being held at the art gallery in Webster
Road, on the site adjacent to the former Peek Freans known as the biscuit
town, the first biscuit factory to be involved in a food rescue operation, that
of feeding the starving population of Paris, after the raising of the siege of the
city, which took place during the Franco-German War of 1870.

Her company mobile strategies of display and mediation (msdm) is testing a
prototype for an emergency biscuit that is nutritionally and culturally appropriate as well as logistically convenient for delivery to uprooted and disaster
affected populations in the first stages of an emergency. The biscuit is envisaged as the prototype for a high-protein, fortified, stand-alone ready to eat
food to respond to the escalating number of man-made and natural humanitarian emergencies.

Artist Paula Roush visits the Coleman Project Space in October 2004 for operation SOS:OK (SAVE OUR SOULS: ZERO KILLINGS), the largest ever simulation of an Emergency Relief Food operation in London to test the readiness of
its emergency rescue services.
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Southwark stages largest
emergency relief food exercise
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For further information on POWER, SURVEILLANCE AND PERFORMATIVITY
IN THE CITY visit http>\\www.southlondongallery.org
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For the exhibition Perfectly Placed (South London Gallery, August 2004) the
artist recovered the plans lost after an appaling security blunder for a major
anti-art operation thus preventing an unexpected terror attack on UK national
galleries' art collections. The Defense Ministry was so grateful that the dossier
was handed down to the South London Gallery and not a terrorrist group that
she was awarded a honourary PhD in Art & Security.

The artist's previous projects include Bowville for Bow Wireless (Space
Studios, August 2004) during which Marion Manesta Forrester was electronically tagged and had 3 days to earn her right to become a citizen of Bowville.
Happily, the people voted that she should be granted honourary citizenship of
Bowville (for further information refer to http://www.bowville.net) .
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A spokesperson for the London Emergency Services said that "the exercise is
as realistic as possible".

8
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and as the mapping is done, our technicians will work on the licensing of
your memories... Offering your memories under a licence means offering
some of your rights to the cultural market, and only under certain conditions
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the first thing we need to do is to collect everything that has some association with the factory...anything...we will use these items to create a map
of our memory place...loci memoriae...we will need photos, clothing, gifts,
books, journal entries...

30/9/04

In June 2004, in preparation for the launch of sos:ok emergency biscuit,
peek freans factory reopened for one week only as a memory factory to
investigate the utopian potential of placing the discourse on globalisation
of memory at the intersection of tourism, urban renewal and cultural property rights.
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a
social economic experiment in public
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
history, memory and intellectual property rights.
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Subject> memory factory
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workshop schedule
1st
5th June
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
between 10.30
12.00 in the morning and
1.30
3.00 in the afternoon
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2nd June
special presentation
Guest speakers historians Winifred
Scott, author of 'Coryton: The
History of a Village' and Chair of
the Bata Reminiscence Centre (a
reminiscence group centred around
the famous shoe factory in Tilbury)
and Mike Ostler, Chair of Local
History Forum in Tilbury discussed
the relationship between community, archive and workers' history.

1st June
film screening

The morning session featured a
screening of Sands Film's movie
'New Ways Old Ways (1989) that
samples the 1906 documentary
'Biscuit Works: A Visit to Peak
Freans- the first film in the cinema
history documenting factory work
(1906)- with footage contemporary
to the closure of the factory,debating the transition from fordist to
knowledge labour and the repercussions of the factory's closure to the
urban economy.

5:49 pm

Guided tour of the former Peek
Freans Factory
A tour of the Tower Bridge
Business Complex led by Peek
Freans former workers open to all

30/9/04

A free bus tour to East Tilbury
showing the British Bata factory
and the Bata Reminiscence Centre.

3rd June
Charabanc Trip to
Tilbury

12 13
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Subject> Memory Factory
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at
Coleman Project Space
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Zeigam azizov
zeigamazizov@talk21.com
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Speaking of the growth of industrialization, it has become impossible to ignore
its main source, which creates the trian-

The notion that memories became the
basic form of substituting the events,
which are suspended with the growth of
industrialization, is almost unquestionable. However with the growth of the
'knowledge industry' as the latest stage
of the global formation of memory, this
has become part and parcel of 'instrumentalised reason'. In contrast with
ancient times, where memory was a
main source of intelligence, with the
invention of the printing technique memory became its ubiquitous alternative,
continuously disrupting the industrialization. In the 20th century however,
memory itself became industrialized.
With the early examples of 'memoirs' of
stars being published it has gradually
grown into the 'global industry'. Since
the relationship between nations, races
and histories has been negotiated
through memories of witnesses and survivors this in itself produced the legitimacy of history.
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Paula Roush's new project set up in
Coleman Project Space, in Bermondsey
London is a direct engagement with this
practice. This consists in 'building a new
memory factory in place of the former
Peek Frean's Biscuit Factory, announced
as 'a reopening of the factory for one
week only as a memory factory' in order
'to investigate the utopian potential of
placing the discourse on globalisation of
memory at the intersection of tourism,
urban renewal and cultural property
rights'. The project carefully investigates
the factory's history and establishes
with the later generation of factory
workers, who participated in the workshops in order to license their memories
under special conditions, since the mem-

angle: work, labor and life. Moving from
manufacturing to automatisation, from
full time to occasional labour, we do
often come across people whose lives
have been affected by this process, but
since work is the dominant part of life it
keeps returning in memories of those
who lost their jobs and lived the rest of
life by only remembering it.

colemansosok
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Can the 'immaterial labor' be understood
as the one existing as a memory bearer
by the one who turns it into the cultural
artifact? Interestingly enough, instead of
ending the project of capitalism 'by digging it's own grave, the pre-eminent
form of 'knowledge industry' expands it
to the global degree and creates the
spectacle where life and work are seen
as one. The biopolitical subject is endlessly reminded that there is no more
dividing line between work and leisure.
They are constantly articulated and
there is only the 'pleasure of work'. No

Participants arrived with memorabilia
which filled the project space turning it
into a very interesting show, consisting
of selected photos, clothing, gifts,
books, films, sound samples and journal
entries that mapped the space of memory. The further step was the 'licensing
of these memories following the creative
commons deed in order to offer some of
them to the cultural memory market'.

ory factory is open as a bureau for
memory work.
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This event is an interesting continuation
of Roush's ongoing research on work,
labour and the transformation of these
themes during the global cultural
industry.

matter whether you are employed or
unemployed, your value is based on
your memories' value. The memory factory' in this case becomes the subject
of artistic thought in order to problematise this paradox.
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Regeneration is a term that is used to refer to the stimulation of 'deprived' urban
environments through strategic economic development. Increasingly there is seen to
be a role for artists in regeneration as the value of the arts in urban development is
being promoted by government, local authorities and other development agencies.
The main roles assigned to the arts in this process include beautification and/or contribution to an identity or an identifiable icon to encourage tourism and investment
in an area.

5:49 pm

Art in Community Settings, Birkbeck College,
University of London, 2004

30/9/04

Subject>
Current perspectives on the role of
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
art in urban development.
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Do artistic interventions benefit a community?

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

From> Alice Park
apark@ablconsulting.com
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The government describes arts and culture as a "growth sector" and part of a "new
economy based on services"[3].
In the first section of this essay, I aim to investigate what is so new about these
activities and why there is an increasing trend towards using artists in regeneration
programmes. In order to address these questions I will consider the work of David
Harvey (1990) who investigates the implications for urban areas of the changing
modes of economic production. Having explored the context for the emergence of
the arts and creative industries in urban development, I will then consider what the
impact of this in relation to regeneration has been. This will involve consideration of
the work of Hans Mommas (1990) and John Urry (2000) who reveal how new economic modes of production can actually contribute to the problems of urban areas
rather than remedy them.

[3]
ibid

[2]
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/gro
ups/odpm_localgov/documents/page/o
dpm_loc gov_60481601.hcsp#P19_685

[1]
According to the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister, creative industries
include advertising, architecture, the
arts and antique market, crafts,
design, designer fashion, film, interactive leisure software, performing arts,
publishing, software, television and
radio

5:49 pm

tourism employs 1.75 million people and has a turnover of £53 billion. Tourism
accounts for 1 in 6 of all new jobs created in the last 10 years.[2]

22 23
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the leisure industry provides over 10% of total employment and brings in over
£20 billion per annum in foreign exchange

creative industries[1] have a turnover of £60 billion per year and employ more
than 1.4 million people in the UK

The creative industries are also proving to be effective in providing employment
diversification for local economies.
Indeed, the contribution of the arts and culture in regeneration is increasingly quantified and promoted as evidenced by statistics currently on the website of the Office
for the Deputy Prime Minister.
The statistics indicate that:
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Economies are always changing in response to technological advancements. While
these changes happen gradually over time, particular 'paradigm shifts' are represented throughout history.
In his paper, Harvey describes the paradigm shift characterising the change from
Fordist to post-Fordist modes of production.

30/9/04

Part I
The first part of this essay involves thinking about why 'regeneration' is currently
such a hot topic and why the arts and culture are seen to play an increasingly
important role in the process of urban development.
In order to begin to think about this, it is useful to look at the work of urban theorist David Harvey.
In his paper 'Time Space Compression and the Post Modern Condition' (1990),
Harvey illustrates how changes in modes of production impact on local economies
and local people.

The second part of this essay translates the ideas from part one into the context of
Bermondsey, South London.
I will consider how the closure of factories in this area has left people without jobs
or social infrastructure and how the government, through its regeneration schemes
using the arts and creative industries, has produced a new image for the area which
does not relate to residents and has led to the exacerbation of social problems.
I will then move on to investigate how an arts project could be developed to
address this problem and have real benefits for the community.

Finally I will consider how alternative approaches might be employed to ensure that
the arts can be used in regeneration in a way that benefits communities socially as
well as economically.
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The other characteristic of this shift from Fordist to post-Fordist production is the
emphasis on information technologies and image production. A greater demand for,
and a greater ability to provide, diversification of product choice has placed greater
emphasis on marketing, packaging, and design, on the 'targeting' of consumers by
lifestyle, taste and culture rather than by categories of social class.
The result of vertical disintegration is that less space is required for production.
In fact, in many cases, it becomes more efficient to actually export aspects of pro-
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The decentralisation of production is described by Harvey as a process of "vertical
disintegration". He explains that this has occurred as a result of a new "just in time"
delivery system which, as a result of new technologies, has meant that less product
needs to be kept on site as production is sped up and turnover times are increased.
It follows that, by increasing turnover time, exchange and consumption can also be
sped up. Indeed, as Harvey tells us, "improved systems of communication and information flow coupled with rationalisations in techniques of distributing (packaging,
inventory control, market feed-back)" have made it possibleto "circulate commodities through the market system with greater speed" (Harvey, 1990, p. 285).

This shift represents the change from economic processes based on production lines
and the mass consumption of standardised products, to new 'information technologies' which involve more flexible, decentralised forms of labour and work organisation.
While Fordist production initially represented reduced costs and increased profits
resulting from the complex division of labour, a number of factors have now meant
that this type of production is no longer cost effective.
Harvey describes the two main changes, which have characterised this shift as, the
"decentralisation of production" and the increasing importance of information and
"image production" (Harvey, 1990).
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Certainly, this is reinforced by the statistics produced by the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister mentioned in the introduction to this essay.
Such changes are currently manifested in urban areas such as old port towns and
industrial areas which have been converted into centres for leisure and tourism and
creative industries. Glasgow and Liverpool are high profile examples of this in
process taking place in large urban areas.
Such changes can enable areas to be promoted as attractive places to spend time
and money with consequent positive investment in local economies.
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In "Time Space Compression and the Post Modern Condition" Harvey describes how
Fordist modes of production are being replaced by those based on leisure, information and services.

So what are the implications of this shift for cities and urban development and
where does regeneration fit in to all of this?
The changes described above have had significant implications for cities both in
terms of the change to local economies and the identity of areas and the people
who live within them. The shift from Fordism to post-Fordism has meant that
employers have withdrawn from areas where large sites for production once existed
to take production to cheaper locations, leaving areas with high unemployment and
collapsed local economies. It has also meant that people who used to work within
the Fordist system have been left with extremely specialised skills that can not be
applied in other positions. Both these factors have contributed significantly to urban
deprivation. As a result of this shift, it has been necessary to re-think these areas in
relation to the new modes of production, or to "regenerate" them.

duction so that all that is required to remain at "head office" is the part of the company which produces information; creating an image and marketing the product.
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The first issue to be considered as part of this argument is the result of the new
forms of cultural sector employment. While we have established that the arts and
creative industries can play an important role in boosting deprived economies by fitting into the space left by redundant forms of industry, in very few cases is it those
who lost their jobs when former industry collapsed that gain new forms of employment. As discussed above, the Fordist mode of production required a highly specialised workforce which reflected the production line.
In contrast, different and more broad skills are required for new employment areas
and, as a result, are attracting new people rather than providing jobs for those who
already live there.
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We have now established that the arts can play a role in regeneration in two ways.
The first is by replacing old forms of industry, in the form of creative industries and
work in the cultural sector, to provide employment. The second is to create an identity for an area that serves to attract visitors and investment. The next part of this
essay involves thinking about the social impact of this form of arts-led regeneration
on local people. I will argue that the aspects of arts-led regeneration we have considered can lead to the gentrification of an area whereby the perceived benefits of
regeneration bypass those who are local to the area.

In addition to providing employment, the arts can also contribute to regeneration
though the process of "beautification" or by creating an image or identity for an
area. This may be as simple as the creation of landscape features such as promenades, benches and bollards, or involve the creation of large public art works, such
as Antony Gormley's Angel of the North, which becomes iconic to an area.
Such features can make for attractive destinations for visitors and for other investment, thereby stimulating tourism and economic development.
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John Urry, in 'The Landscape of Places and Images, Reworking Identity for the City
and Countryside', reiterates Mommas' views on urban development. However his
paper also considers the implication of 'image production' on the communities who
live within the areas in which this takes place. Referring to urban theorist Sharon
Zukin, Urry argues that "constructed landscapes" and "commodified spaces", that is
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This competition, whereby cities are attempting to standardise what is on offer yet
create a market niche, results in "increasing 'spectacularisation' and integration of
what is on offer" rather than considering any real sense of place or people
(Mommas, 1990, p.40).
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This 'imagineering', he tells us, is undertaken by politicians who are trying to create
a particular image for a city in order to attract investment. This phenomenon is
attributed to the increasing global focus of cities. He describes how increasingly the
creation of images works on a global level where cities are competing.

Mommas provides insight into the implications of using arts-led regeneration to create an identity for an area with the intention of attracting visitors and investment.
The main argument in his paper is that the process of change towards an economy
of arts, culture and leisure has resulted in the creation of cities which are purely
designed to attract tourists and investments at the cost of local needs.
Mommas describes a "deliberate, integrated 'imagineering' of the physical and symbolic environment" (Mommas, 1990, p38).

The second issue to be considered is the impact of using the arts to create urban
identities which are geared towards attract tourism and other forms of commercial
investment. This is an issue considered by Hans Mommas in his paper The Fatal
Spectacle (1990).
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So while the arts and creative industries can have positive effects in economically
regenerating urban areas, this approach can also lead to the socially problematic phenomenon of gentrification. In such cases the benefits of economic development
bypass those who need them most as efforts are focused towards attracting people
from outside the area and creating new jobs that do not match local skills. So are
arts and creative industries in fact a negative factor in urban development? Malcolm
Miles, in his book Art Space and the City - Public Art and Urban Futures, takes as his
focus the role of public art in urban development and sheds light on how the arts can
be used effectively to contribute to social regeneration and avoid gentrification.
In identifying variables to distinguish between arts-led regeneration that has positive
effects on a community and that which doesn't, Miles differentiates between public
art work that focuses on 'process' and that which prioritises 'product'.
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So Mommas and Urry have indicated that while arts-led regeneration has the ability
to attract investment by creating an image for the city, it can also have negative
implications for people's social identities as the images produced often will have little to do with the people who actually live there. Ironically, this form of regeneration
can therefore lead to social isolation and deprivation as a sense of cohesion is
denied to local people.

places where tourist go to 'consume' the product which Mommas refers to as the
"spectacularised city", pose problems for people's social identities (Urry, 2000,
p.23). This is because social identities have historically been founded on place.
Certainly in a time when large proportions of an urban area were employed in a large
factory or port, a social identity was developed alongside this. People worked together, created social networks and had lives which revolved around their workplaces.
The fact that places are now being constructed around the notion of consumption is
resulting in a lack of social identity for areas and the people within them.
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Part II
In order to demonstrate the arguments presented in the first part of this essay, I have chosen to present a case study which illustrates an area that is currently undergoing a process of urban regeneration. I have chosen to look at the area surrounding a now disused biscuit factory in Bermondsey, South London. I will first provide a background to the area, and then sketch out an idea for an
artistic intervention that could be delivered in a way that has positive benefits for the community local to the area.
Until very recently Bermondsey in South London has been regarded as an unsavoury area. This image resulted from the decline in
factory employment in the area and subsequent unemployment and social deprivation. However the image of Bermondsey is shifting. It is now not unusual to see articles about Bermondsey as 'the' place to live in media such as Time Out. Certainly, in recent
years, the arts and creative industries have begun to emerge to replace now defunct forms of Fordist industry. The area is now
home to many artists' studios as well as larger cultural institutions such as Tate Modern and the London Fashion Museum.
These new 'industries' have been successful in attracting people to the area and contribute to an image of the area as a burgeoning cultural quarter. The immediate area surrounding the old Peek Frean biscuit factory in Bermondsey has also received an injection of arts infused regeneration with artists' studios and galleries being established around it and the factory itself being converted into creative industry units. Economically, this represents significant change for the area as the local economy begins to thrive.
However, in order to understand the social impact of these changes it is useful to first understand not only how the factory was
central to local employment but also how it contributed to the social identity of people in the area.

A second distinguishing characteristic of Miles 'process' focused public art, is that the aims of this type of project relate to social
gains rather than commercial ones. This is not to say that such projects will not have economic benefits
certainly such projects can enable people to communicate with other people, build self-esteem, acquire skills, improved health and
well being, and move outside situations of social isolation (Miles, 1997, p.170) in a way that contributes to economic development. However the pubic art Miles promotes is explicit about its ethical standpoint and does not ignore local needs.

Thinking about this distinction in relation to the writings of Mommas and Urry, we could align arts related activity that is 'product'
focused with the 'politician led' activity they describe which 'spetacularises' urban areas or produces 'constructed landscapes' and
'commodified spaces'.
In contrast, Miles describes 'process' focused arts projects as having, as central to their purpose, an aspect of community participation and some sort of engagement with social and political processes (Miles, 1997, p. 166). In such cases arts projects, which
may certainly have the same effect of creating an identity for an area as those described by Mommas and Urry (thus satisfying the
demands of global competition), involve working with particular communities to develop and explore ideas of spatial and social
identity that are genuine rather than constructed.
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Picking up on the ideas of Malcolm Miles, we can begin to think about how an alternative identity for the area could be developed,
using public art, for local people who have felt the impact of the Peak Frean factory closure.
As suggested by Miles, this should involve participation of and dialogue with local people. This might involve working with an
artist to consult with the community about memories and personal histories of the area. The project may create material expressions of this process, for example a statue of a local 'hero' or replicas of factory equipment from Peak Frean, or some sort of publication, however it may also just be about the process of creating a dialogue within the community.
As Miles suggests, the focus should be on the process rather than a final product.
In developing such a project, my idea would involve working with residents local to the area to build a community archive which
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While, as discussed earlier, a new image is emerging for this area, the images that are being created and projected to 'ideal' residents and investors by the local authority and other development agencies do not replace, for local people, what has been lost by
the closure of the Peek Frean factory.
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However, as discussed in part one of this essay, technological advancements eventually rendered this type of production inefficient
and led to closure of such establishment. When the Peek Frean factory closed in the 1980s many people who had worked in the
factory all their lives, and had developed skills particular to the production of biscuits, were left without employment. The loss of the
factory would also have meant that many of the social functions the company fulfilled were also lost.

The firm Peek Frean established a biscuit making business in South East London in the 1800s. Peek Frean produced the first shorteating biscuits at prices within reach of the public at large. It produced biscuit novelties and the first British wheat crisp bread
Vita-Wheat. However the factory was more that just a place that produced biscuits.
31
An article entitled 'How Biscuit Town began' describes how 'a complete little town [was] built up for the production of P.F.30
biscuits'(p.5).
'Biscuit Town' had bake houses and packing rooms but also had its own package making shops, label printing department, displays' studios, tailoring department, steam laundry, staff of builders, carpenters and engineers, its own fire brigade, electric power
house and internal post office. It had a medical department which included a doctor, dentists and a trained nurse. It also had a
staff restaurant, advisory committees and a Welfare Department (p.5). At the time this represented the most efficient means of
organising production, but it also resulted in the creation of a sense of community amongst employees from the local area and provided a distinct identity for the area.

central to local employment but also how it contributed to the social identity of people in the area.
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By following such guidelines, it will be possible to ensure that a project will be developed that contributes to the area1s regenera-

>Employ a range of methods for enabling community involvement
It is important to provide a range of entry points for community involvement.
It is a good idea to use a variety of involvement methods. So while workshops will be appropriate for some, others will feel more
comfortable at meetings and others in informal discussions on the street.

>Build local capacity
Long term community sustainability depends on developing human and social capital. It is important that every opportunity is
taken to develop local skills and capacity. This can be achieved by involving local people in surveying their own situation, running
their own programmes and managing local assets.

5:49 pm

Enable a long term artists' residency
Many projects which involve an artist do so in a way which does not allow real engagement between the artist and the community in which he/she works. By providing an extended period of residency the project will enable a sense of trust to be developed
whereby residents can feel that the artists is committed to their environment and a greater involvement and ownership in the project can result.
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Principles of the project>

In this case we can think of the 'grand narratives' as the image of Bermondsey, created by government and others involved in
'image making' as a new and groovy place to live and invest. In doing this, the project should be community led with objectives
which have been developed collaboratively. As such, no exact project framework will be presented here as it would be wrong to
impose this on the community. Instead the aim would be to create a project which involves the community in project planning and
development (as facilitated by an artist) so that it can develop organically and be locally owned. However, I have listed below a
number of principles that will guide the development of the project in order to ensure that it is a project that contributes effectively
to regeneration rather than gentrification.

develop 'local narratives' against the grand narratives of international modernism and multinational economic interests, defining
the specificity of the voices suppressed by mainstream culture.[4]

aims to:
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In the second part of the paper I proposed the development of a project which would stimulate community cohesion and contribute to the creation of a local identity in an area, thereby demonstrating how the arts can be used in a positive way to con[4]
tribute to the regeneration of local areas.
This aim is a quote taken from
Malcolm Miles, Art Space and the
City Public Art and Urban Futures.
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In attempting to redress the balance, I then turned to the work of Malcolm Miles.
Focusing on public art work, Miles makes an important distinction between projects which focus on Oproduct1 and those that
focus on 'process'. While the idea of 'product' can be aligned with the type of identity creating activity that is considered problematic by Mommas and Urry, projects focused on 'process' prioritise community participation and engage with social and political
issues. The results of such work can have significant impact on communities which make real contributions to social as well as
economic regeneration.

Conclusion
In this paper I have looked at the role of artists in regeneration and found that claims to the success of using the arts in urban
development must be qualified to reflect the difference between economic and social regeneration of areas.
In the first section of this essay I discussed how a shift in the economic mode of production from factory based production to
new information based industry has been problematic for local economies which were built up to sustain older forms of industry
which reflected complex divisions of labour. I then discussed how arts, creative industries, tourism and leisure activities, (the latter
being, to a large extent, dependent on the former) are being encouraged in areas formerly dependent on Fordist modes of production to boost economies by providing employment and attracting investment. From here I began to investigate exactly who was
benefiting from the changes encouraged through this form of regeneration. I considered how the jobs by these new industries are
not filled by local people but by people coming from outside the area. I also considered how the images being created to attract
investment, a second characteristic of post-Fordism, do not contribute to a local identity or cohesion for people living there, but
rather one that is aimed towards tourists and investors. It was thus established that regeneration activities involving arts and creative industries could actually contribute to the problems people face in local areas through the process of gentrification.

By following such guidelines, it will be possible to ensure that a project will be developed that contributes to the area1s regeneration in a way that is sensitive to local needs.
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"How Biscuit Town Began" in Biscuit Town.

5:49 pm

The Steam Biscuit Manufactory of Messrs Peek Frean & Co, articles from the
Southwark Collection, London Borough of Southwark.
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Other Emergency Relief Foods for Refugees

baked wheat flour, oat grits, vegetable oils,

Acceptable to all cultures and religious faiths. Available from various contin

suited for airdrops. Ideal for contingency stocks.

groups from 6 months upward. Can be eaten without further preparations. Well

long range of properties including a five year shelf life. Suitable for all age

Complete, protein enriched concentrated food in highly protective packing with a

BP 5 Compact Food

mins, flavour

sugar, soya protein concentrate, malt extract, amino acids, minerals and vita

eaten as porridge. Ingredients

AFYA can be eaten as a bar straight from the package, or crumbled into water and

directly from pack

ficiency virus infection (HIV) and/or tuberculosis (TB). Eat as porridge or

5:49 pm

to meet the specific nutritional needs during treatment of persons with immunode

AFYA is compressed ready to eat food of high nutritional value. It is developed

34 35
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AFYA

grams is a high energy biscuit with little or no flavorings except sugar.

cost effective type of compact food in both a general ration and in feeding pro

Available information and anecdotal evidence suggests that the most accepted and

and Displaced Persons

ANNEX
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Solid F 100 (milk)

with added iron. Wheat

world
food programme
hunger map
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Emergency Food Product, ready to eat compact food. The

EFP

products such as porridge or family meals.

ter to enrich energy milk and sometimes other semi solid

Complex of minerals and vitamins used in the feeding cen

CMV

5:49 pm

um, amino acids, vitamins.

milk proteins, skimmed milk powder, minerals, milk calci

flour (backed), oat flour (backed), vegetable oil, sugar,

30/9/04

Ingredients

of stay in the nutrition rehabilitation centre.

normal body weight as soon as possible to reduce lenght

from 12 months upward when the main aim is to restore

phase of severly malnourished people of all age groups

Compressed food product for use in the rehabilitation

BP100

gency stocks in disaster prone areas.
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more generic term “compact food” includes

biscuits, com

pressed food bars and nutrient dense pastes.
F75
A therapeutic milk which is rich in glucose, with fewer
lipids, proteins and sodium than the F100 milk. Used at
the beginning of the treatment for severe malnutrition,
it restores basic metabolism without overcharging bio
cellular mechanisms. The body is prepared to gain weight
quickly.
F 100
High energy milk for the treatement of severely malnour
ished children. Ingredients

Milk, therapeutic powder,

low osmose, 1000kcal/1,456g.sachet.
HEB
High Energy Biscuit, used to refer to cookies specifical
ly designed for use in emergencies
Mainstay 3600
Food Aid Biscuits, similar to BP 5, produced by Survival
Industries, a U.S. company
MR 8

THE COMPACT EMERGENCY RATION

emergency food with high quality proteins, fats, and car
bohydrates, boosted with sugar for instant energy, com
pressed into tablets of approx. 28.8 g. Each unit, (230 g
net). Especially formulated for direct consumption, but
also suited for use as a drink or porridge with liquids
added, or for sprinkling over less nourishing foods.
Ideal for injured combatants. Shelf life

five years

unconditionally.
MRE
Meals Ready to Eat
Premix
Oil+sugar+CSB for the family
Pemmican
All in one survival food, preparation evolved over thou
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sands of years, for the purpose of storing a present sur
plus of meat against future needs. It provided calories
in a portable, lightweight and highly compact form which
made it suitable for travellers. It became the best con
centrated, unspoilable and easily transportable food in
North America.
PlumpyNut
Similar to F100, it is a high energy food based on
peanuts

a semi solid product more suitable for adults.

Plumpy nut needs no dilution, avoiding any danger of
water contamination. Introduces the possibility of home
treatment for patients.
ReSoMal
Rehydration salt for severly malnourished children and
adults in feeding and stabilization centres. Main compo
nents

Sucrose & Glucose, anhydrous

RTUF
Ready to Use Food
SF 9

THE COMPACT EMERGENCY RATION

ration very similar to MR 8 but with a more focus on
taste.

Adding dried fruits has made it very popular

product, and is today being used in everything from
extreme expeditions to short hiking and ski trips.

Most

orders from the military comes from the airforce units.
TopNutri
a mixture of protein, the amino acid lysin, macrominer
als, microminerals and vitamins adjusted to fulfill the
needs of vulnerable people cost effectively and in accor
dance with local food traditions by building on addition
to local foods. To
to normal food.

be used as a nutritional supplement

What you get for 60 cents
USA in Humanitarian Aid
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